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The best way to manage groups in
the hybrid Microsoft enterprise

HYBRID GROUP
MANAGEMENT

Groups are a critical mechanism used to control complex access data in every organization.
Unfortunately, group membership management is usually manual and time consuming,
which can result in costly security and compliance failures. It's no surprise that groups have
become a favorite target of auditors, compliance officers and even criminals and therefore
must be managed in a secure, efficient and compliant way. The solution is Cayosoft
Dynamic Groups.
Cayosoft Dynamics Groups offers flexible membership rules that dynamically and
accurately update group memberships when needed, reducing complexity and enabling
administrators to concentrate on what is most important. And because Cayosoft Dynamic
Groups automates group memberships security, efficiency and compliance goals are
sustained 24x7x365.

The true cost of group management
Manually keeping groups up to date is not only time consuming, but has a huge potential for
error. Each time a user changes jobs, offices or projects, that user will need to be added
to new groups and removed from old groups. All this effort has a real cost that can
be reduced with automation.
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Automatically update group membership when user data changes.
Many group membership decisions are made based on the geographical or
organizational attributes of an employee. As new employees are hired, or existing
employees change job roles attribute details such as City, Department, Country or Job
Title can be used to make accurate and automatic membership decisions.
Fine-grained criteria based membership rules accurately identify group members
Flexible criteria-based rules allow administrators to define detailed criteria to correctly
identify authorized group members.
Single hybrid solution works with or without on-premises Active Directory
Deploy Dynamic Groups in cloud-only, on-premises or hybrid environments. Dynamic
Groups is also compatible with Microsoft Directory Sync and Google Directory Sync for
customers synchronizing Active Directory groups to cloud applications.
Eliminate complex or unreliable scripts
Point-and-click interface allows admins to construct criteria-based rules to automate 		
group membership without resorting to complex scripts.
Enable self-service group management
Eliminate expensive and time-consuming help desk tickets for group management. 		
Allow distribution list, application, and data owners to manage who has access to their
resource. Group Owners can also publish their groups, allowing others to request
access-with approval required-before users are added to their group
Certify with attestation
Certification reviews periodically ask group owner to verify the need for and accuracy
of group membership to satisfy key compliance control & audit requirements. Security
and Compliance Certification Reviews with-Attestation-Satisfies many legal, regulatory,
compliance and security requirements. In addition to verifying group membership, 		
these controls identify and optionally suspend/disable unused or unwanted groups, 		
reducing your overall management burden.
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